
FUELS
A LEADER IN GLOBAL FUELS INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES



KEYS TO SUCCESSOUR SERVICES  
INCLUDE
 › Project and Fieldwork Management

 › Government-approved QC program

 › Design and Engineering

 › Emergency Response 

 › Electrical Design and Upgrades

 › Commissioning

Storage 
 › API 653 and STI Tank Inspections

 › Tank Rehabilitation

 › Tank Construction

 › Three-dimensional Laser-scan  
Tank Calibration

 › Cathodic Protection and  
Corrosion Control

 › Secondary Containment and Liners

Conveyance
 › API 570 Pipeline Inspections 

 › Pipeline Maintenance

 › Pipeline Construction

 › Instrumented Pipeline  
Smart Pigging

 › Cathodic Protection and  
Corrosion Control

 › Pressure and Hydrostatic Testing

 › Fuel Piers

 › Filtration Systems

Distribution
 › Pump House and  

Distribution Systems

 › Hydrant Systems

 › Service Stations  
and Canopies 

 › Fuels Offloading  
and On-loading  
Systems

Core Services
Gilbane offers a full spectrum of fuels facilities inspection, maintenance, 
construction, and rehabilitation. Since 2003 we have provided clients with fuels 
design, repair, and construction services from tanks and pipelines to offloading 
facilities and distribution systems.

Responsiveness
Gilbane maintains 24-hour emergency response times for key US geographies. 
We also provide five-day-or-less response times in the lower 48 states. We have 
personnel on-call day and night, and a mobile crew for self-performed responses.

Commitment to Our Clients
 › Safe, on-schedule performance

 › Quality that meets or exceeds project requirements

 › One-year warranty from beneficial acceptance

           Gilbane has performed more than 85 fuel  

              tank cleaning, inspection, and repair projects.  

We have serviced more than 250 fuel tanks 

worldwide over the past 8 years. Key geographies 

include the US, Japan, Korea, Saipan, Guam,  

Turkey, the UK, and Spain.

2018
SAFETY FIRST

   95%  
OF OUR PROJECTS 

HAD ZERO  
LOST TIME 

INJURIES

CLIENT 
SATISFACTION

99%
of 2018 owner evaluations

 MET or EXCEEDED EXPECTATIONS



DEDICATION TO EXCELLENCE
Safety First
Safety is the most important consideration on every 
Gilbane construction project. Over the past 5 years, we have 
maintained an average Experience Modification Rate (EMR) 
of 0.5, well below the industry average of 1.0. Gilbane’s 
robust safety training results in our ongoing, positive safety 
culture that includes our employees and subcontractors.

Fuels Team
Gilbane has more than 90 fuels project managers, foremen, 
quality managers, certified inspectors (API 570 and 653, 
NACE, STI), certified welders and weld inspectors, Society 
for Protective Coatings (SSPC) qualified personnel, safety 
professionals, and confined space entry supervisors. 
Gilbane’s fuels construction personnel average more than 15 
years of experience with managers averaging more than 30 
years of experience.

Global Success
Gilbane has completed more than 200 fuels projects at more 
than 115 locations in 40 US states and across four continents. 
From the US to Europe, the Middle East, and the remote 
islands of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, our stringent safety, 
quality, and standards-compliant work consistently exceeds 
client and host country requirements.
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GILBANE BUILDING COMPANY 

Gilbane provides a full slate of 

construction and facilities-related 

services from sustainable building to 

the latest in construction technology 

for clients across various markets. 

Founded in 1870, Gilbane is a privately 

held, family-owned company.

For further information, please contact  
Jeffrey Haluch 
Vice President & Business Unit Leader 
904-428-5219
jhaluch@gilbaneco.com

Mike McCormick
Industrial Fuels Project Executive 
850-890-2252
mmccormick@gilbaneco.com

Derrick Rains
Industrial Fuels Operations Manager 
337-304-3218
drains@gilbaneco.com

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
1655 Grant Street, Suite 1200 
Concord, CA 94520 
Phone: (925) 946-3101 
Fax: (925) 682-8125 
www.gilbaneco.com

GLOBAL PRESENCE, LOCAL TIES
With more than 45 offices in the US, Japan, and Europe, as well as additional 
regional fuels project offices, Gilbane can mobilize local resources and 
provide services anywhere in the world. No matter the location, our teams 
bring the same commitment to quality, safety, budget, and schedule  
every time. 

Smart Pig Multi-Product Pipeline, DFSP San Pedro, California. Gilbane 
implemented smart pig technology to assess the two cross-harbor multi-
product fuel pipelines. For both inspections and follow-on repairs, Gilbane 
adjusted the tight fieldwork schedule in coordination with the facility to 
accommodate vital fuel delivery, vehicle traffic, and other critical operations. 
Gilbane received an excellent, official government rating for our work.

Fuel Pier Repairs, Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek, Virginia. Gilbane 
repaired a concrete fuel pier and dolphin system at Fuel Pier 35. We installed 
steel and concrete dolphins, used a dive crew to help set new piles, and 
installed cathodic protection to prolong the life of the piles. This highly 
complex project required work over water in a sensitive marine environment 
with height limits. Gilbane also provided a trained marine mammal observer 
for monitoring the presence of endangered and at-risk wildlife.

Clean, Inspect, and Repair Storage Tanks, DFSP Tsurumi, Japan. Gilbane 
cleaned, inspected, and repaired 12 storage tanks. We replaced tank coatings, 
installed new HDPE liners, elevated existing piping, and performed a number 
of tank repairs. Throughout construction, Gilbane worked directly with the 
client to minimize impairments to the facility’s mission and completed the 
project without a single safety incident.

DFSP Tsurumi, Japan

DFSP San Pedro, California Little Creek, Virginia


